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Abstract Modern information visualisation systems do

not only support interactivity but also increasingly com-

plex problem solving. In this study we compare two

interactive information visualisation systems: VisuEx-
plore and Gravi++. By analysing logfiles we were able

to identify sets of activities and interaction patterns

users followed while working with these systems. These
patterns are an indication of strategies users adopt to

find solutions. Identifying such patterns may help in

improving the design of future information visualisa-
tion systems.

Keywords evaluation · information visualisation ·

problem solving · software logging

1 Introduction

Interaction design is one of the most challenging areas
in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Interactivity

is supposed to have many favourable effects for com-

puter users, particularly for complex problem solving
processes. In such situations, users often adopt recur-

ring sets of activities to reach a solution. It is necessary

to identify such sets of activities to be able to support
them specifically by an appropriate design of the user

interface. This line of study goes beyond traditional us-
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ability research and is more concerned with the issue of

utility or usefulness of a system.

Complex problem solving is increasingly supported

by modern IT systems. One example is information vi-
sualisation (InfoVis). In InfoVis, interactivity can sup-

port human reasoning processes. Getting insights from

information visualisations is often a continuous process
of exploration. This process is still not very well un-

derstood. The research presented in this paper tries to

clarify what kind of activities users of information vi-

sualisations engage in and whether any patterns can be
identified in this process. Such patterns are an indica-

tion of the strategies users adopt to reach their goal.

The analysis of such patterns can help to identify use-
ful features of the systems under consideration and to

formulate design guidelines for such systems. In our re-

search we compared two InfoVis systems and found in-
teraction patterns which were adopted by users of both

systems.

In this paper we first describe the two InfoVis sys-

tems we compared (Section 3) and then the study (Sec-
tion 4). Then we present the results (Section 5) and

draw our conclusions and outline necessary future re-

search (Section 6).

2 Related Work

The design of interaction has always been an important
area of HCI (see e.g., Preece et al. [21], Winograd [28]).

Preece et al., e.g., emphasized the importance of con-

ceptualising interaction appropriately. In recent years,

the increased complexity of IT systems has made a more
detailed approach necessary. Mirel [14] points out that

complex problem solving has to be supported by sys-

tems enabling users to engage in open ended inquiry.
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This process has to be analysed closely to adapt the

interface to the exploration processes of the users. In
this context, she distinguishes between low-level (e.g.,

select and save) and high-level activities (e.g., wayfind-

ing, sensemaking). Early HCI concentrated on low-level
activities, but she posits that a meaningful analysis

should rather emphasize high-level activities. The goal

is to identify patterns of inquiry, that is “recurring sets
of actions and strategies that have a successful record

in resolving particular types of problems.” [14, p. 35].

Mirel also points out that complex problem solving is

typically supported by interactive InfoVis systems.

HCI aspects in general have been discussed quite

broadly in InfoVis in recent years (for an overview see
e.g., Kerren et al. [10]). The goal is to develop effective

systems adapted to the needs and the cognitive abilities

of the users. The strengths and limitations of human

perception and reasoning have to be taken into account
(Dix et al. [2]).

The importance of interaction for exploration activi-
ties in InfoVis is reflected in several recent publications.

Pike et al. [17] describe the outlines of a theory of inter-

action. They argue that interaction and cognition are

closely coupled and that InfoVis should be designed as
dialogic systems where both users and computers pose

questions and answers. The theory of distributed cog-

nition which has frequently been proposed to describe
interaction between user and computer in HCI (see e.g.,

Hollan [7]) can clarify issues arising in this context (Liu

et al. [12]). Liu and Stasko [13] point out that it is nec-
essary to investigate the relationship between external

and internal representations to get a more comprehen-

sive overview of how users interact with information

visualisations. So far, the analysis of internal represen-
tations (e.g., mental models) is the domain of cogni-

tive psychology, and the analysis of external represen-

tations (visualisation tools) the domain of the InfoVis
discipline. How these two forms of representations are

related to each other is still not very well understood.

Several different frameworks have been proposed to
describe the activities of users when they interact with

InfoVis systems (see e.g., Wehrend and Lewis [27], Zhou

and Feiner [30], Pillat [16]). The goal of such systems is,
among others, to assess the quality of InfoVis systems

and to describe the activities of the users of such sys-

tems. Gotz and Zhou [5] also distinguish between low-
level and high-level activities. They propose an interme-

diate level of granularity bridging the gap between the

semantic level and low-level visual interaction events.

Yi et al. [29] developed a categorization reflecting the
user’s side of view and uses intermediate level categories

which can be used to categorize users’ activities. Kang

et al. [9] demonstrate in their study that, based on a

categorisation of users’ activities, different usage pat-

terns can be identified which, in their case, reflect the
properties of the various tools which were used by sub-

jects and indicate that these tools afford different usage

strategies. These usage patterns can be compared to the
patterns of inquiry Mirel [14] mentions.

Many of the studies above were conducted in the

context of the discipline of InfoVis, but, as Liu et al.
[12] point out it is necessary to relate this research to

investigations coming from cognitive psychology to clar-

ify interaction processes also from the point of view of

the humans involved in this process. In this context,
work from the area of graph comprehension and visuo-

spatial reasoning might yield an interesting input (see

e.g., Tversky [26], Patel [15], Shah et al. [24]).
Based on this research we concluded that the inves-

tigation of interaction patterns is a promising research

area. Pike et al. [17] especially point out that tempo-
ral relationships between user activities (e.g. activities

occuring in close temporal proximity) might indicate

insights. The analysis of user interactions has to be

based on a system of comprehensive categories which
allow generalisation of results across different visuali-

sations. Mirel [14] as well as Gotz and Zhou [5] argue

that such an analysis should be conducted at a higher
level because such activities are semantically rich and

can be interpreted meaningfully. The frameworks to de-

scribe user activities cited above are all fairly similar.
We decided to use the Yi et al. [29] categorization. This

categorization is based on a thorough study of previous

research in that area and, in addition, reflects users’ in-

tentions. It is, therefore, especially appropriate for re-
search on users’ strategies. It should be pointed out

that, due to the similarity of these frameworks, the re-

sults gained with different kinds of these frameworks
will be quite similar.

3 Description of the Two Systems

So far we evaluated two InfoVis systems (VisuExplore
and Gravi++) that visualised time-oriented data. Vi-

suExplore (Fig. 1) combines well-known visualisations

techniques (line chart, bar chart, etc.) and interaction
techniques. The purpose of the system is to visualise pa-

tients’ data collected during long term therapy, e.g., for

diabetes. In contrast to Gravi++, VisuExplore shows
one patient’s data that was collected over the course of

the therapy at a glance. All diagrams are positioned on

a common time scale thus aiding in comparing data.

The default view shows the diagrams of all single vari-
ables (e.g., blood sugar, cholesterol) one below the other

so that it is possible to compare all the values over time,

but variables can also be combined in one diagram. If
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there are too many diagrams on the screen, scrolling

is necessary to see additional variables. Diagrams are
customisable and can be adapted by the user (close,

new diagram, move diagram, etc.). It is also possible

to zoom into the time axis. Tooltips, a measure tool to
measure a time interval, and a table panel to show the

exact values in a separate window are also available.

Gravi++ (Fig. 2) was designed to support thera-

pists by visualising the development of anorexic pa-

tients during therapy. Gravi++ allows to visualise all
patients and questionnaires (or if desired a selection of

both) at once. To see the patients’ development over

time animation is used. Users can choose specific time

steps one by one or auto-play through them. Two types
of icons (patient icons and questionnaire icons) are used.

Underlying the visualisation is a spring metaphor; the

questionnaire icons attract the patient icons depend-
ing on the score patients’ answers reached on the ques-

tionnaires. Various visualisation methods are available

(Starglyph, Attraction Fields, Traces). Add or remove
person or questionnaire icons, highlight and tooltip are

also available [6]. Furthermore, users can arrange or

re-arrange questionnaire icons and adjust the strength

with which patient icons are attracted by questionnaire
icons. The visual feedback is immediate for all interac-

tions.

The main differences between the two systems are

that VisuExplore visualises one single patient’s data

over the whole time while Gravi++ visualises the data
of many patients at a certain point in time (to see other

points in time one has to interact with the system). Be-

cause VisuExplore uses diagrams it is easy to see ap-

proximate values without using any interaction, while
Gravi++’s spring metaphor might lead to misinterpre-

tations. On the other hand, Gravi++ supports cluster-

ing of several patients’ data.

For a more detailed description of VisuExplore and

Gravi++ see [19], [23] and [6].

4 Description of the Study

The goal of the study described in this paper is to find
out whether there are usage patterns or patterns of

inquiry which are independent of the InfoVis system

used. To reach this goal we compare the logfiles from
two studies using two different systems. Both systems

represent medical data. In the first case, 32 students in-

teracted with the Gravi++ system for about one hour.

In the second case, nine physicians from two hospitals
interacted for about 20 minutes with the VisuExplore

system, and furthermore 16 students interacted up to

one hour with the same system. In both cases, the users

Fig. 1 A screenshot of VisuExplore. The various types of
diagrams share a common time axis.

Fig. 2 A screenshot of Gravi++ showing questionnaire icons
(squares) and patients icons (circles). Attraction Fields and
Starglyph are activated.

had to solve several specific tasks. These tasks were de-

veloped by domain experts and were fairly brief and

straightforward. Nevertheless, they were rather high-

level (find predictors for the success of a therapy; in-
terpret the data of a certain patient). In addition, they

included a certain amount of exploration. There was no

given answer. Subjects could, to a certain extent, gen-
erate their own view of the data, but the insights they

produced had to be plausible. It is certainly necessary to

compare these results with InfoVis systems from other
domains and with other types of tasks to be able to

generalize these results. In the case of Gravi++, it was

not possible to test physicians. The students making up

the sample got a detailed one-hour instruction into the
domain and what kind of information they had to look

for. Their task was to find information in the way real

therapists would do. In contrast to that, the task of the
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student sample in the VisuExplore study was to find

usability problems of the system. We are aware of the
fact that it might be problematic to compare data of

students and professionals, but we got the impression

that the tasks had a more profound influence on activ-
ity patterns than the characteristics of the subjects (see

also Section 5.3).

For the analysis of users’ interactions with InfoVis

systems we adopted software logging. One of the ad-

vantages of software logging is that it is not intrusive

and records activities on a level of detail not acces-
sible to human observers. Software logging has been

used in the context of HCI and usability research fre-

quently for quite a long time (see e.g., [11], [20]). Ivory
and Hearst [8] provide a detailed overview of data cap-

turing based on logfile analysis. Their emphasis is on

usability testing, therefore time spent on task comple-
tion and number of errors are important variables in

the type of investigation they describe. In explorative

interaction with InfoVis systems, other variables are

more relevant. Software logging has been used occasion-
ally in evaluation studies of InfoVis systems. Shrini-

vasan and van Wijk [25] used logfiles to provide an

overview of previous analysis processes based on an
information visualisation. Dou et al. [3] use software

logging to retrieve and understand analysts’ reasoning

processes. Cowley et al. [1] developed the Glass Box sys-
tem which also records what analysts do during their

work. Gotz and Zhou [5] use logfiles to find out how

users of information visualisations get insights. They

distinguish between tasks, subtasks (both are domain
specific), actions (e.g., query, filter) and events (e.g.,

mouse-drag, menu-select). They argue that the action

level is the most appropriate for the analysis of interac-
tion with information visualisations because it is on the

one hand domain independent and on the other hand

general enough to represent meaningful user activities.

In the logfiles investigated in our study, we captured

activities like “add patient’s icon to the visualisation”

or “show tooltip” or “draw new diagram” (see also Ta-
ble 1). A small program was written to count those

acitivities. Sometimes, when there were several ways to

reach a goal (e.g., via a menu or by drag and drop), the
numbers for these activities were added. We found that

capturing users’ activities through logfiles has certain

advantages. On the other hand, it also poses some prob-
lems. Some activities of the users are, e.g., not made

on purpose. Scrolling or moving the mouse across the

screen might be made in a desultory fashion without

any intent. Mouseover can, for example, show concrete
values even when users do not want to see these values.

We took this into account in the interpretation of our

data.

As mentioned above our categories are based on the

ones proposed by Yi et al. [29] for InfoVis systems. We
think that this set of categories is most appropriate for

the type of investigation we are doing, because it reflects

activities of the users, not the system, and uses, in ad-
dition, intermediate level categories. These categories

were used to make the results of different information

visualisations more comparable. Yi et al. suggest seven
categories of interaction and describe them as follows

[29, p. 1226]:

Select : mark something as interesting

Explore: show me something else
Reconfigure: show me a different arrangement

Encode: show me a different representation

Abstract/Elaborate: show me more or less detail

Filter : show me something conditionally
Connect : show me related items

The categorisation of activities according to these

categories can be difficult sometimes. As we also dealt

with time-oriented data we had to expand them to in-

clude time. The addition of the time element, e.g., can
be achieved in two ways. Either, the original categories

are used and tagged with a flag indicating that this

category is time-oriented (e.g., time scroll bar move)
or an additional category is introduced. We decided to

use the original categories with a time flag because we

noticed that there were practically no time related ac-
tivities which could not be captured through the orig-

inal categories. The categorisation of logfile activities

into interaction categories is shown in Table 1. As the

goal of this study is to find general interaction patterns
across different visualisations, we decided to retain the

original seven categories. The flags can be used for a

specific analysis of interaction with time-oriented data.

5 Results

In this section we describe the results from the logfile
analysis and the interaction patterns subjects adopted

while working with the two InfoVis systems. On the

left side Table 1 lists the interactions users were able to
perform in VisuExplore and Gravi++ [18]. On the right

side are the corresponding categories of interaction by

Yi et al. [29]. Our practical experience with two differ-
ent visualisations indicates that this system of categori-

sation can be applied usefully in the analysis of users’

activities. The usage of such systems can help to get

more general insights into users’ activities across several
different information visualisation systems. Categorisa-

tion implies that different activities are combined in

a category. Nevertheless, these categories express some
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Table 1 Interactions and corresponding categories of inter-
action [29]

Interaction Categories of Interaction

VisuExplore

vertical scroll bar moved explore(scroll)
pan explore
time scroll bar moved explore
diagram resized encode
new diagram encode
select diagram/ data
point

select

timemeasure tool result time.select
diagram moved reconfigure
closing diagram, deleting
all diagrams

reconfigure

diagram collaps/expand reconfigure
tooltip shown abstract/elaborate
opening table panel abstract/elaborate
zoom abstract/elaborate(zoom)

Gravi++

starglyph show encode
attraction fields show encode
traces show encode
move (drag) reconfigure
add filter
remove filter
time (time control) time.explore
highlight select
tooltip (hover) abstract/elaborate

common form of behaviour. Explorative behaviour to

find single values and explorative behaviour to identify
a predictor, therefore, have something in common. In

this case, it is a behaviour which does not change the

appearance of the screen (as in encode) or the data used

for exploration (as in filter). When analysing a single
systems, results always depend on the characteristics of

this systems. The analysis of two different systems with

very different features enables us to detect more general
interaction patterns. Using data from two different tar-

get groups (physicians and students for VisuExplore,

students for Gravi++) is also an advantage in this con-
text because it indicates that patterns are stable across

different users. We tested the usability of both Gravi++

and VisuExplore. During the investigation, no serious

usability problems occurred, therefore the users could
concentrate on solving the tasks.

5.1 VisuExplore: Interaction Patterns

In this section, we describe interaction patterns adopted

by the users of the system VisuExplore. The term in-
teraction patterns, in this context, means specific se-

quences of activities adopted by users of InfoVis sys-

tems. These sequences usually consist of only a few

Table 2 Interaction patterns

No. Strategy Description

VisuExplore (physicians)

1. scroll-tooltip scrolling, tooltips
2. scroll-tooltip-move scrolling, tooltips, mov-

ing diagram
3. scroll-tooltip-table scrolling, tooltips, look-

ing at table
4. scroll-tooltip-new diagram scrolling, tooltips, creat-

ing new diagram

Gravi++

1. hover-drag tooltips, moving icons
2. add-remove-hover adding/removing icons,

tooltips
3. time-hover-drag time control, tooltips,

moving icons
4. time-hover time control, tooltips
5. highlight-hover highlight, tooltips

Fig. 3 Section of a logfile from VisuExplore showing an in-
teraction pattern (in this case scroll-tooltip-new diagram).
In the block on the left the logged activities are colour-coded
(scroll - yellow, tooltip - green, new diagram - red) to enhance
readability and the recognition of patterns.

steps and occur again and again. Most of the logfiles

consist predominantly of the interaction patterns we

identified. They are used in a flexible manner and can
be slightly adapted to the situation. They can, e.g.,

be nested (one interaction pattern is part of another

interaction pattern). Therefore, it is difficult to count

these interaction patterns automatically. It is also dif-
ficult to count these patterns manually because of the

huge size of some of the logfiles. We identified these

patterns through the visual representation of the log-
files (see [18]). When the logfiles are presented visually,

the interaction patterns are quite obvious (Fig. 3).

The system VisuExplore was tested with physicians
and students. We looked at these two groups separately,

because while physicians were mainly asked to solve

three tasks, students were also asked to look for us-

ability problems and to test the system. This influ-
enced the way students interacted with the system.

They used more features than physicians and in addi-

tion it is sometimes difficult to determine when students
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finished with a task and started to test the system. We

had to consider this when interpreting students’ log-
files.

Table 2 shows the strategies physicians used pre-

dominantly. All physicians used the basic strategy scroll-
tooltip. Additionally, some moved the diagrams, looked

at the exact values in the table, or created a new di-

agram. It should be noted, that none used more than
one additional feature of the system (that is, more than

three activities in a sequences).

Students on the other hand did not use scrolling and

tooltip as much as physicians. This might be due to
the fact that they have no medical training and there-

fore exact values are not as meaningful to them as to

the physicians. Students tended to use one feature af-
ter the other (new diagram, measure, zoom/pan, move

diagram, etc.).

5.2 Gravi++: Interaction Patterns

In [18] we already looked at strategies subjects used to

solve tasks in Gravi++. Table 2 shows the commonly

used interaction patterns we found.
As in VisuExplore subjects had a preference for

certain interaction patterns. They added persons’ and

questionnaires’ icons, decided on a visualisation early
on and then, looked at the development over time and

used the highlight function. Tooltip is, like in VisuEx-

plore, an often used function, indicating an interest to

look at exact values.
There are some differences between the interaction

patterns for Gravi++ and VisuExplore. One of these

differences is that in Gravi++ scrolling was not possi-
ble. Another one is that Gravi++ apparently encour-

aged the users more to use select. When taking these

differences into account, which are due to the specific in-
terface design, many similarities can be detected. This

analysis is based on the Yi et al. [29] categorisation

which makes similarities visible. Hover-drag (1. Gravi++

pattern) is very similar to scroll-tooltip-move (2. Visu-
Explore pattern). Time-hover-drag (3. Gravi++ pat-

tern) is also similar to the 2nd VisuExplore pattern.

These patterns are based on the basic sequence explore-
abstract/elaborate. Activity pattern 4 and 5 in Gravi++

are similar to scroll-tooltip (1.VisuExplore pattern) if

we take into account that selection is more common in
Gravi++. Interaction pattern 2 in Gravi++ and pat-

tern 4 in VisuExplore also have some similarities, al-

though the categorization does not make this visible.

What is in one case encode is in the other case cate-
gorised as filter. Both categories reflect activities which

introduce new data to the visualisation or remove ex-

isting data. We would like to point out that there is

one basic sequence which is very often adopted in both

systems (explore-abstract/elaborate). This sequences is
often combined with other activities (reconfigure, fil-

ter, encode). Users tend to prefer activities which do

not change the appearance of the screen and which are
exploratory in nature. Other activities (like reconfig-

ure, filter, encode) are not adopted as often. A possi-

ble reason for this is that users do not want to change
their mental model too often, but first try to adapt

the existing model to the data. We would also like to

point out that activity sequences are usually not longer

than three or four activities. These sequences occur
again and again. Users of Gravi++, for example, went

through time-hover(-drag) sequences again and again

to make sense of data from different points in time.

5.3 Transition Probabilities

The quantitative analysis of logfile data is a difficult

problem. In the analysis of eye-tracking data, different
forms of sequence analysis have been used (see e.g. [4]),

but it is an open questions whether these methods can

be used to identify small sequences of interactions based
on logfile data.

Another method of describing interaction patterns

is the computation of transition probabilities. Transi-
tion probabilities express whether an activity follows

another (or the same) activity frequently or not. They

are also an indication of certain sequences of activities.

Transition probabilities as indicators for specific strate-
gies were also used by Ratwani et al. [22]. They based

the computation of these probabilities on more high-

level processes (utterances in verbal protocols), there-
fore, their results cannot easily be compared to ours.

Nevertheless, Ratwani et al. mention a few important

facts, e.g., that the processes they observed are cyclical.
They especially point out that it is still unclear what

cognitive processes underlie the users’ activities.

We looked closer at the transition probabilities –

which activity follows another activity. To get the num-
bers in Table 3 and Table 4, we counted all transitions

in the logfiles (from one logfile entry to the next) and,

based on that, computed the relative frequencies for the
transitions from one activity to another (or the same ac-

tivity, because users might do the same activity again

after a short break). We also categorized all activities
according to the schema of Yi et al. [29] to be able to

compare the results from the two different systems.

Some issues are quite obvious. The highest tran-

sition probabilities occur when an activity is followed
by the same activity again (e.g., explore-explore). This

also indicates that explorative behaviour is predomi-

nant (explore-explore in VisuExplore and time-time in
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Gravi++). The numbers in Table 3 and 4 also support

the idea of interaction patterns described in the last sec-
tion. We argued that explore-abstract/elaborate is a ba-

sic interaction pattern. In table 3, this pattern has the

highest probability apart from the transition probabili-
ties for the same activities. In this context, one problem

of using transition probabilities can be seen here. This

method does not “know” whether an interaction se-
quences starts or finishes. Therefore, the probability of

explore-abstract/elaborate is very similar to the prob-

ability of abstract/elaborate-explore. The equivalent of

explore-abstract/elaborate in Gravi++ is time/explore-
abstract/elaborate. Some indication for this sequence

can be seen in the high number for the time-time se-

quence. In table 4, we can also see that the proba-
bility for abstract/elaborate-reconfigure and for filter-

abstract/elaborate are quite high. This also supports

the interaction patterns described in the last section
(Gravi++ interaction patterns 1 and 2).

It is quite obvious that some transitions are signif-

icantly more likely than others, but we still conducted
a chi-squared test. For this test, we did not take the

transition probabilities as they are presented in table

3 and 4. These tables present the data on the transi-
tion probabilities in more detail than the Yi et al. [29]

categories would provide, to give the readers a compre-

hensive overview of the users’ behaviour. It should also
be pointed out that in the tables 3 and 4 transitions

with lower probabilities are not shown. For the data

from Gravi++ we had to exclude all categories with

transition frequencies lower than 5 because the results
of chi-squared test become unreliable when too many

such values are included in the analysis. For Gravi++

we compared the values for the Yi et al. categories. For
the data from VisuExplore we also computed the num-

bers for the original Yi et al. [29] categories. This means,

e.g., that we added the values for explore-explore and
for explore(scroll)-explore(scroll). There were no tran-

sition frequencies below 5, therefore we did not exclude

any of these numbers. For Gravi++, we computed the

following chi-squared value: 6562,35. The correspond-
ing chi-squared value for df = 22 and significance level

alpha = 0,01 is 40,29. For VisuExplore we computed the

following chi-squared value: 18205,52. The correspond-
ing chi-squared value for df = 24 and significance level

alpha = 0,01 is 42,98. Both values are highly significant.

The chi-squared values are very large because the chi-
squared analysis method emphasises larger differences

between the expected and the observed values.

In this section, we would also like to compare data
coming from physicians and students who were tested

when they worked with the VisuExplore system (in con-

trast to the previous section). This comparison indi-

Table 3 VisuExplore: Transition probabilities (in percent)

Transition Physicians Students

explore-explore 17,16 13,38
explore(scroll)-explore(scroll) 16,46 4,75
abstr./elab.-abstr./elab. 16,25 13,14
abstr./elab.-explore(scroll) 7,72 2,40
explore(scroll)-abstr./elab. 6,71 2,47
abstr./elab.(zoom)-
abstr./elab.(zoom)

4,14 12,49

select-reconfigure 1,41 4,65
explore(scroll)-encode 1,06 1,47
explore(scroll)-reconfigure 0,91 1,09
reconfigure-reconfigure 0,61 4,99
abstr./elab.-encode 0,40 0,93
reconfigure-select 0,35 3,34
abstr./elab.-reconfigure 0,05 0,40

Table 4 Gravi++: Transition probabilities (in percent)

Transition Probability

time-time 29,38
abstr./elab.-abstr./elab. 14,60
filter-abstr./elab. 9,66
abstr./elab.-reconfigure 8,26
reconfigure-abstr./elab. 6,69

cates how the tasks assigned by the investigator may

change activity patterns. Comparing physicians and stu-

dents in VisuExplore showed some differences in how
they worked. Again this is partly due to the students

having been asked to look at the usability which mo-

tivated them to use the available interaction methods

more extensively. Table 3 shows the main differences
between students and physicians. Students scroll and

use tooltips less than physicians.

On the other hand, they are more likely to use other
features the software has to offer; move, close, expand

diagrams or the zoom/pan functions. We think that

transition probabilities can provide us with interesting
insights, but it is clear that there are still many method-

ological problems to be overcome.

6 Conclusion

This study presents results that indicate that users of

InfoVis probably adopt specific interaction patterns to

reach their conclusions. We investigated two different
systems and compared them to find out whether in-

teraction patterns might be valid across systems. We

present first results indicating that this is the case. We

used two different kinds of investigation approaches. On
the one hand, we identified interaction patterns in a

qualitative way from logfiles. On the other hand, we

computed transition probabilities. The results from the
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transition probabilities study also support the interac-

tion patterns identified in the qualitative study to a
certain extent. The interaction patterns were adopted

by two different user groups (physicians, students). The

interaction sequences are fairly short (3 or 4 activities)
and are executed again and again. In our study, we also

found that users prefer exploratory activities and avoid

changing the visualisation on the screen very often.

These are preliminary results and more research is
still necessary with other systems and other approaches.

When testing the VisuExplore system, we also recorded

thinking aloud protocols. We want to study these pro-
tocols and compare the results with the logfile data to

find out whether a more high-level approach yields sim-

ilar results. We also intend to test InfoVis systems from

other areas than medicine. In addition, we want to com-
pute transition probabilities for longer sequences of ac-

tivities, not just two steps. In the long run, we want

to relate the results to theories from the psychology of
reasoning and visuo-spatial cognition.
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